LIQUID LUCK
The Good Fortune Handbook
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Learn how to create your own luck!
Manifestation expert, Dr. Joe Gallenberger distilled decades of
wisdom about creating your dreams into a quick and effective
meditation called Liquid Luck. He wanted to give people a simple and fun way to access heart-based manifestation and see
immediate results in the form of days filled with synchronicity,
serendipity, and good fortune.
With Liquid Luck’s release on CD, delightful tales came
flooding in describing instant success. People reported receiving
money from unexpected sources, winning lotto and raffle tickets,
selling houses in an hour, having businesses take off, solving
intractable problems easily, receiving brilliant ideas for inventions and many more wonderful stories of manifestation.
The book Liquid Luck: The Good Fortune Handbook shares
these inspiring stories in the explorer’s own words, interwoven
with exploration of the vital components for powerful abundance
creation. Gallenberger delves into the meat and potatoes of how
these principles work. He covers why happiness, gratitude, compassion, praise, love, and feeling abundant are essential and
how these qualities can be increased in practical ways. Gallenberger reveals how to transcend the limiting beliefs and emotions
that usually keep us confined to old patterns. His knowledge and
the stories show us that we can indeed be miracle workers in
our own lives. Liquid Luck is an essential handbook that will be
consulted repeatedly, offering a clear path toward our dreams lit
with humor and heart.
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DR. JOE GALLENBERGER is a clinical psychologist with 30 years
experience. He is in demand internationally as a psychokinesis
and manifestation workshop provider. He is a senior trainer at
The Monroe Institute and created its highly successful MC² program. He developed SyncCreation®: a Home Study Course in
Manifestation and has taught over 70 Inner Vegas Adventure™
workshops. His book Inner Vegas: Creating Miracles, Abundance
and Health receives rave reviews. The Liquid Luck meditation is
available as a binaural beat CD and download.
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